FOR USE WITH ALL HARDBOARD SURFACES INCLUDING:
Fiber cement, wood, engineered wood, composite and stucco.

REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION:
2" Roof nails, caulk and flashing tape.

**NOTE** To be installed prior to siding.

**STEP 1**
Determine placement of mount on wall.

**STEP 2**
Place the mount on the wall and attach using 2" nails. A minimum of seven attachments are required. See Fig. 1 for attachment locations.

**STEP 3**
Install the siding according to the manufacturer’s installation instructions, ensuring the mount is properly flashed. Caulk perimeter where siding meets the Mount.

**STEP 4**
Attach the fixture to the Mount.
**STEP 1**
Detach bottom half of block from plastic flange by placing finger through 1" hole and then pulling down and out until block is detached. Remove remaining glue pad from the face of the plastic flange.

**STEP 2**
Feed water spigot or other application through the rectangular flange hole. Slide bottom half of block back up until tight. Face nail with 2" brad nails. Do not caulk 22.5° weathercut edge.